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Specification for the migration of legacy data to the Data Futures data model.
Migration.StudentCourseSession.Course.Qualification.AwardingBodyRole
Version 0.1.0: Revision history at foot of document

Overview
This document provides the specification for the migration of legacy data into the Data Futures AwardingBodyRole entity, a sub-entity of the
Qualification entity.
This is one of a series of specifications produced to translate or map legacy data submitted against the CXX051/54 collections into the Data
Futures data model (056). The data migration activity will allow quality assurance checks to be run on the first Data Futures collection in
2022/23 for data submitted by providers.

Entities covered in this specification
Entity name
Migration.StudentCourseSession.Course.Qualification.AwardingBodyRole

Entity description
Provides information on awarding body roles
applicable to the Course qualification.

Migration.StudentCourseSession.Course.AwardingBodyRole - This sub-entity of StudentCourseSession.Course records the awarding
bodies of a Course qualification.
These entities are only created for students within the migrated population (see Z_POPMIGRATION). This applies to both the Student record
(051) and the Student Alternative record (054).

Depend upon fields
•

Provider.Course.AWARDBOD
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Additional information
Multiple awarding bodies may be associated with the same course qualification.
Where labels, codes or granularity differ for a migrated field, a value mapping table is provided following the Field mapping table below.
Please be aware that whilst field labels may be the same for legacy and Data Futures, the coverage may differ. The Data Dictionary within the
Data Specification provides full lists of Data Futures valid entries and coverage of the data.
Field mapping
Data Futures field

Data Futures field

Legacy field(s)

AWARDINGBODYID

Awarding body identifier

AWARDBOD

Applicable
to
054, 051

Migrated?
Y

Direct
mapping?
N

Value mapping tables
For those fields which have been migrated but are not a direct mapping (i.e., labels, codes or granularity differ), tables listing the mapping of the
valid values are provided below.
Legacy values which have not been mapped are still listed, marked ‘Not mapped’.
1:1 code mapping
1:1 code mapping is ‘Y’:
There is only one legacy code mapped to one 056 code. In some cases, the codes will be the same, e.g.
Student.SDEPEND in legacy 01 maps to 01 in Migration.Student.STUDEP. In others they are different codes, Student.ETHNIC ‘22’ maps to
‘120’. Similarly, the labels may remain the same or differ.
Even for 1:1 code mappings, if the label differs substantially between legacy and 056, the migrated data label will account for both labels to
avoid any misinterpretation, particularly for personal characteristic fields e.g. if Legacy 99 ‘Not known’ is a 1:1 mapping to 99 ‘Not available’,
then the migrated data label may state ‘Not available/ Not known’.
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As an exception to this, where ‘Information refused’ is mapped to ‘Prefer not to say’, the migration label will state only ‘Prefer not to say’.
1:1 code mapping is ‘N’:
This can be a result of legacy codes either being combined in an 056 code, or split across multiple 056 codes depending on additional fields
e.g. some ethnicity codes differ by the provider country and so have been mapped to separate 056 codes accordingly.
As with the 1:1 code mappings, if the label differs substantially between Legacy and 056, the migrated data label will account for both labels to
avoid any misinterpretation, particularly for personal characteristic fields.
1:1 code mapping is ‘N/A’:
This notation is used where the code is new for Data Futures (056) and has no legacy equivalent. These codes are only listed for
completeness. Although the new codes should not appear in Migrated data, the 056 code and label values are still listed within the Migrated
columns and the 056 label column is marked ‘New code’.
Awarding Body
Legacy
Instance.Course.
AWARDBOD

Legacy.
Label

Migration.Qualification.
AwardingBodyRole.
AWARDINGBODYID

Migration
Label

Valid UKPRN
1
2
3
4

Name of provider
Pearson Edexcel
SQA
Other UK based awarding body
Other non-UK based awarding body

Course.AWARDBOD
5010
5027
5035
5032

Name of provider
Pearson Edexcel
SQA
Other UK based awarding body
Non-UK based awarding body
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056 Label
(where
different
to
Migration)

1:1 code
mapping

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Migrated data description - Course.Qualification.AwardingBodyRole
Entity
Migration.Provider.
Migration.Provider.
Migration.Student.
Migration.Engagement.
Migration.StudentCourseSession.
Migration.StudentCourseSession.Course.Qualification.AwardingBodyRole

Field name
UKPRN
INSTID
SID
NUMHUS
SCSESSIONID
AWARDINGBODYID

Description
Provider – UKPRN
Provider - HESA identifier (key)
Student identifier (key)
Engagement number (key)
Student course session identifier (key)
Awarding body identifier (key

Revision history
2022-02-14 0.0.1 Reformatting of value mapping table, slight restructure and re-wording of document and reference to Student Record and
Student Alternative Record changed to 051 and 054 respectively.
2022-02-23 0.1.0 Links to coding manual updated to 21056, 20051 and 20054. Where AWARDBOD is a valid UKPRN, retain this UKPRN
in the mapping.
2022-07-21 0.1.1 Added extra text on 1:1 mapping to align with other documents. Hyperlink and reference to coding manual removed
under ‘Additional information’.
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